Internet for Internaut

**www.caasd.org**: Center for Advance Aviation System Development. It deals with ground system, Airborne system, Analysis and Future concepts

**www.aviation.org/index**: The interactive website operated by Aviation safety connection, Inc. It addresses fundamental safety issues related to pilot performance. Central themes are embodied in cockpit leadership, pilot judgment, decision making, command responsibilities, cockpit management and airmanship.

**www.usatoday.com/weather**: Weather topics that should be of interest, both to the pilot and anyone else who is interested to know how weather affects flying, both as a pilot or passenger.

**www.equipped.com**: Comprehensive on-line resources for independent reviews of survival equipment and outdoor gear, as well as survival and search and rescue information. It helps in determining the best choice to prepare for anything, from a hike in the park to a life threatening emergency or disasters.

**www.skvgod.com/quotes**: Collection of man’s great thought on flying aeroplanes and being a pilot: from Armstrong to Wright, from balloon to rocket booster to Richard Bach. Comprehensive information on Air Power, Aerial Combat, First Flight, High Flights, Humour, Safety, Space Flight, UFOs and Women who fly.


**www.pilotsweb.com/index.html**: On-line aviators journal featuring pilot’s web network, flight training, weather sense, air navigation, principles of flight, articles and aviation links. The site also provides aviation related articles and stories.

**www.aeroworldnet.com/index.html**: This site is dedicated to the aircraft of World War II. It contains detailed information on many famous aircraft, including the Supermarine Spitfire and the Messerschmitt BF 109. It also has an extensive photo gallery with hundreds of great photos in colour and black and white. A site, which also provides information about Aerospace job opportunities
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**Answers to Quiz on Page 65**

1. a  2. b  3. a  4. e  5. a  6. a  7. b  8. d  9. b  10. a, b  11. c